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EFFICIENT CANVAS VIEW GENERATION FROM INTERMEDIATE VIEWS

BACKGROUND

[0001] This disclosure relates generally to the generation of canvas views for a virtual

reality headset, and more particularly to canvas view generation from images captured by

cameras. A canvas view represents a panoramic wide-angle view to recreate a scene in

virtual reality, and can be paired with other canvas views to give a 3D stereoscopic effect of

the scene. Existing techniques for canvas view generation can operate slowly, for example

requiring manual stitching or other input from a user, and can encounter problems when

dealing with discrepancies in the source camera views, such as different brightness or color

between camera views.

SUMMARY

[0002] An embodiment of an invention can generate a canvas view of a scene based on a

set of original camera views or images depicting the scene, for example captured by cameras

of an image capture system and depicting a scene captured by a plurality of cameras. Canvas

views can be generated based on a first mapping associating each region of the canvas view

with a region of a synthetic view based on the location of the synthetic and a second mapping

associating regions of camera views with regions of the synthetic view. The generated

mappings can be combined to generate a combined mapping associating each region of the

canvas view with regions of one or more camera views of the set of camera views which can

then be applied to the camera views to generate the canvas view.

[0003] A synthetic view can be generated, for example, based on a first and second

camera view representing images of the scene sharing one or more common objects. An

optical flow associating pixels between the first and second camera views can be used to

relate the first and second camera views. Based on the optical flow, the first and second

camera views can be "shifted" to each approximate the desired synthetic view. Both

approximations of the synthetic view can then be blended or averaged together (i.e., the pixel

color values) to generate the synthetic view.

[0004] During the generation of a synthetic view, an optical flow can be used associating

corresponding points across multiple camera views. For example, an optical flow can

associate pixels between camera views represented as a set of optical flow vectors each

associating two or more corresponding pixels. Optical flows can be generated based on, for

example, an iterative method which individually optimizes the optical flow vector for each

pixel of a camera view. For example by generating a set of optical flow proposals for each

pixel, analyzing each optical flow proposal and updating the optical flow for each pixel based



on an optical flow proposal of the set of optical flow proposals that improves the optimization

of the optical flow. In some implementations, changes to the optical flow vector can be

propagated to neighboring optical flow vectors.

[0005] Embodiments according to the invention are in particular disclosed in the attached

claims directed to a method, a system, a storage medium and a computer program product,

wherein any feature mentioned in one claim category, e.g. method, can be claimed in another

claim category, e.g. system, as well. The dependencies or references back in the attached

claims are chosen for formal reasons only. However any subject matter resulting from a

deliberate reference back to any previous claims (in particular multiple dependencies) can be

claimed as well, so that any combination of claims and the features thereof is disclosed and

can be claimed regardless of the dependencies chosen in the attached claims. The subject-

matter which can be claimed comprises not only the combinations of features as set out in the

attached claims but also any other combination of features in the claims, wherein each feature

mentioned in the claims can be combined with any other feature or combination of other

features in the claims. Furthermore, any of the embodiments and features described or

depicted herein can be claimed in a separate claim and/or in any combination with any

embodiment or feature described or depicted herein or with any of the features of the attached

claims.

[0006] In an embodiment according to the invention, a method may comprise:

receiving, at a canvas view generation system, a set of camera views depicting a scene

captured by a plurality of cameras associated with a camera view location from which the

camera view was captured;

identifying a set of canvas view regions for a canvas view of the scene depicting a range of

angles of the scene, each region in the set of regions associated with an angle in a range of

angles;

for each canvas view region in the set of regions:

determining a synthetic view location for the region based on the angle;

generating a first mapping associating the canvas view region with a synthetic view region of

a synthetic view associated with the synthetic view location;

generating a second mapping associating regions of a plurality of camera views of the set of

camera views with the synthetic view region;

combining the first mapping and the set of second mappings to generate a combined mapping

associating the canvas view region of the canvas view with regions of one or more camera

views of the set of camera views; and



applying the combined mapping to generate the canvas view for the canvas view region.

[0007] The second mapping may be generated based on an optical flow vector field

associating points in the set of camera views.

[0008] In an embodiment according to the invention, a method may comprise calculating

a set of optical flow vector fields based on the synthetic view locations and the set of camera

views.

[0009] The canvas view may be a 360 degree panoramic or spherical panoramic image of

the scene.

[0010] The canvas view may be output in cubemap, equirectangular, or cylindrical

format.

[0011] In an embodiment according to the invention, a method may comprise

determining a canvas viewpoint for each canvas view region in the set of regions and wherein

the synthetic view location for a region is based on the canvas viewpoint for the region.

[0012] Determining the synthetic view location for a region may be based on a line of

sight from the canvas viewpoint of the region to a zero parallax distance in the scene.

[0013] Each canvas view region may approximate the light information at the canvas

viewpoint of the canvas view region.

[0014] Each camera view of the set camera views may overlap with at least one other

camera view of the set of camera views.

[0015] In an embodiment according to the invention, a method may comprise sending the

canvas view to a client virtual reality device for display.

[0016] Each canvas view region may be a vertical column of pixels.

[0017] In an embodiment according to the invention, a system may comprise:

an input module configured to receive a set of camera views depicting a scene captured by a

plurality of cameras associated with a camera view location from which the camera view was

captured;

a light information approximation module configured to:

identify a set of canvas view regions for a canvas view of the scene depicting a range of

angles of the scene, each region in the set of regions associated with an angle in a range of

angles; and

for each canvas view region in the set of regions:

determine a synthetic view location for the region based on the angle;

generate a first mapping associating the canvas view region with a synthetic view region of a

synthetic view associated with the synthetic view location;



generate a second mapping associating regions of a plurality of camera views of the set of

camera views with the synthetic view region;

combine the first mapping and the set of second mappings to generate a combined mapping

associating the canvas view region of the canvas view with regions of one or more camera

views of the set of camera views; and

apply the combined mapping to generate the canvas view for the canvas view region.

[0018] The second mapping may be generated based on an optical flow vector field

associating points in the set of camera views.

[0019] In an embodiment according to the invention, a system may comprise calculating

a set of optical flow vector fields based on the synthetic view locations and the set of camera

views.

[0020] The canvas view may be a 360 degree panoramic or spherical panoramic image of

the scene.

[0021] The light information approximation module may be configured to determine a

canvas viewpoint for each canvas view region in the set of regions and wherein the synthetic

view location for a region is based on the canvas viewpoint for the region.

[0022] Determining the synthetic view location for a region may be based on a line of

sight from the canvas viewpoint of the region to a zero parallax distance in the scene.

[0023] Each canvas view region may approximate the light information at the canvas

viewpoint of the canvas view region.

[0024] Each camera view of the set camera views may overlap with at least one other

camera view of the set of camera views.

[0025] In an embodiment according to the invention, a system may comprise sending the

canvas view to a client virtual reality device for display.

[0026] In an embodiment according to the invention, one or more computer-readable

non-transitory storage media may embody software that is operable when executed to

perform a method according to the invention or any of the above mentioned embodiments.

[0027] In an embodiment according to the invention, a system may comprise: one or

more processors; and at least one memory coupled to the processors and comprising

instructions executable by the processors, the processors operable when executing the

instructions to perform a method according to the invention or any of the above mentioned

embodiments.

[0028] In an embodiment according to the invention, a computer program product,

preferably comprising a computer-readable non-transitory storage media, may be operable



when executed on a data processing system to perform a method according to the invention

or any of the above mentioned embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0029] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system environment in which a canvas generation

system operates, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0030] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a canvas generation system, in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention.

[0031] FIG. 3 is a line diagram showing the construction of an example image capture

system, according to some embodiments.

[0032] FIG. 4 is a line diagram illustrating the use of synthetic cameras in an example

canvas generation system, according to some embodiments.

[0033] FIG. 5a is a line diagram illustrating the generation of an example synthetic view

based on a left camera view and a right camera view, according to some embodiments.

[0034] FIG. 5b is a line diagram illustrating example camera views and an example

synthetic view, according to some embodiments.

[0035] FIG. 6 is a line diagram illustrating a detailed example of the generation of an

example synthetic view from example camera views, according to some embodiments.

[0036] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a process for generating a synthetic view from

input camera views, according to an embodiment.

[0037] FIG. 8 is a line diagram illustrating optical flow vectors between example camera

views, according to some embodiments.

[0038] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for calculating an optical

flow between two camera views, according to some embodiments.

[0039] FIG. 10 is a line diagram illustrating multiple objects and an example image

capture system, according to some embodiments.

[0040] FIG. 11 is a line diagram illustrating an example canvas view, according to some

embodiments.

[0041] FIG. 12 is a line diagram illustrating the effect of changing interpupillary distance

on views of an object, according to an embodiment.

[0042] FIG. 13 is a line diagram illustrating an example process for calculating a canvas

view based on camera views, according to one embodiment.

[0043] FIG. 14 is a line diagram illustrating a second example process for calculating a

canvas view based on camera views, according to one embodiment.



[0044] FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating a process for calculating a canvas view based on

camera views, according to one embodiment.

[0045] The figures depict various embodiments of the present invention for purposes of

illustration only. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following discussion

that alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein may be

employed without departing from the principles of the invention described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

System Architecture

[0046] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system environment in which a canvas generation

system operates, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The system

environment 100 shown by FIG. 1 comprises an image capture system 105, a canvas

generation system 110, and a client virtual reality (VR) device 115. In other embodiments,

the system environment 100 can include different or additional components.

[0047] The image capture system 105 captures multiple camera views of a scene that is

processed by the canvas generation system 110 and can be presented to a user via the client

VR device 115. A scene can represent a physical environment in which an image capture

system 105 captures camera views. The scene may later be augmented by the canvas

generation system 105 to add virtual components to the scene. For example, a scene can be

a park in which a physical image capture system 105 is placed in order to capture camera

views of the park. A camera view is a view of the scene captured from an image sensor of a

camera located on the image capture system 105.

[0048] In some embodiments, the image capture system 105 includes a collection of

cameras, each camera oriented to capture a different camera view of the scene. In other

embodiments, the image capture system 105 is a camera configured to capture a camera view

of the scene. Cameras of the image capture system 105 can be still or video cameras, for

example, action cameras, camcorders, mobile phone cameras, high speed cameras, or any

other suitable image capture devices. Cameras of the image capture system 105 can be

globally synchronized to capture images at the same time and can also use a global shutter to

improve performance for capturing fast moving objects. In some embodiments, the image

capture system 105 is constructed out of commercially available components and cameras,

but any suitable proprietary or commercially available camera can be used in an image

capture system 105.

[0049] In some configurations, camera views are captured from the perspective of or in

relation to a certain origin point if the image capture system 105. For example, the image



capture system 105 can comprise a ring of outward facing cameras centered on an origin

point, capturing camera views covering a full 360 degree panorama of angles around the

origin point of the image capture system 105. Alternate embodiments of an image capture

system 105 can capture camera views representing a full 360 degree sphere around an origin

point, representing a partial panorama or sphere of views, or any other suitable subset of

views around an origin point. Similarly, camera views captured by the image capture system

105 can be captured simultaneously, sequentially, or in any other suitable order. For

example, the image capture system 105 can capture camera views simultaneously by using

multiple cameras, such as in the case of an image capture system 105 capturing multiple high

resolution still images of a scene, alternatively, the image capture system 105 can capture

images sequentially from one or more cameras, such as in the case of a camera capturing

video.

[0050] In some implementations, the image capture system 105 comprises a plurality of

cameras simultaneously capturing video of the scene from a known position within the scene.

In other embodiments, the image capture system 105 does not have a fixed position within

the scene, such as in an embodiment when the image capture system 105 is mounted to a

person, vehicle, or other mobile object. The positions of the captured camera views can be

known in relation to each other or in relation to an origin point of the image capture system

105 or the scene. The image capture system 150 can communicate with the canvas

generation system 110, for instance to transmit captured camera views to the canvas

generation system 110. The canvas generation system 110 receives camera views input from

the image capture system 105 directly, over a network such as a local area network or the

internet, or by any other suitable method.

[0051] The canvas generation system 110, according to some embodiments, processes

received camera views to generate a canvas view representing a scene. A canvas view can be

any image depicting a scene so that the scene can be recreated in virtual reality, for example a

panoramic, spherical panoramic, or suitably wide angle image. For example, a canvas view

can be output in cubemap, equirectangular, or cylindrical formats in resolutions such as "8K"

(for example 8192 by 8192 pixels). The canvas view thus can represent a range of angles of

the scene that may be viewed by the client VR device 115 . When the user turns or rotates the

client VR device 115, a different angle of the canvas view may be presented to the user. The

canvas generation system 110 may generate two canvas views—one for each of the user's

eyes, to provide stereoscopic images to the client VR device 115.



[0052] In some embodiments, canvas views are generated by combining a set of original

camera views of a scene to generate a canvas view capturing more information about the

scene than any one of the camera views. Original camera views can be camera views

received from the image capture system 105. Canvas views can be displayed on a client VR

device 115 to create a virtual reality representation of a scene. In some embodiments, can vas

views are generated based on a single static position in a scene (hereinafter a viewpoint), for

example. Alternatively, a canvas view can be generated based on a collection or set of

viewpoints, for example approximating the locations of a user's eye as they move their head

to look around the scene in virtual reality. As discussed more fully below, the viewpoint for

a canvas view may move according to angle of the canvas view to represent the turning

viewpoint of each eye.

[0053] A canvas view of a scene is may represent partial light information approximation

used to replicate light information intersecting at a specific point (hereinafter a viewpoint).

In general, a complete representation of light information for a scene describes rays of light

traveling through a space for which the light information is calculated, however, light

information associated with a specific viewpoint can be approximated by gathering color

information on rays that intersect that point. For example, light ray color information can be

gathered by a camera, which captures color information about light rays that intersect with

the camera's image sensor. Each pixel in a camera view can represent information about one

or more light rays striking an image sensor of a camera, capturing color information about

that light ray. The collected color information is then represented as pixel intensity

information of the pixels in the camera view generated by the camera. In some

implementations, information from multiple camera views can be combined to form a canvas

view which can be used to approximate the light information at a single viewpoint.

Similarly, a canvas view can be used to recreate relevant light information at viewpoints

representing the possible locations of a user's eye as the user turns their head in a virtual

reality scene. Generated canvas views can be transmitted for display to a user by a client VR

device 115 or stored for later use by the client VR device 115 or for other suitable purposes.

[0054] The client VR device 115 receives canvas views from the canvas generation

system 110 and displays the canvas views to a user of the client VR device 115 . In some

implementations, a client VR device 115 operates by recreating light information of a scene

at viewpoints corresponding to each eye of a user positioned in the scene. Each partial light

information approximation can then be separately shown to the corresponding eye of the user,

creating a 3D virtual reality effect. In some implementations, the partial light information



approximation can be generated by displaying a generated canvas view to a user of the client

VR device 115. The partial light information approximation can create an approximation of

the user's view at a zero parallax distance.

[0055] In some embodiments, a client VR device 115 is a head- mounted VR system. The

client VR device 115 can be capable of showing a different canvas view to each eye of a user,

for example to provide a stereoscopic 3D effect to a user of the client VR device. In some

configurations, a client VR device 115 presents an interactive experience to the user, such as

by displaying canvas views responsive to the user's actions. Additionally, a client VR device

115 can request specific canvas views or portions of canvas views from the canvas generation

system 110, such as in response to a user action, based on a specific time, or for any other

suitable reason.

[0056] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a canvas generation system, in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention. In the embodiment of FIG. 2, the canvas generation system

110 includes a camera view store 2 10, a canvas view store 220, an interface module 230, a

novel view generation module 240, an optical flow calculation module 250, and a light

information approximation module 260. The canvas generation system 110 generates a

canvas view based on a set of original camera views received from the image capture system

105.

[0057] The camera view store 2 10 can contain camera views, for example, a set of

original camera views received from the image capture system 105. Camera views can be

stored in any suitable format containing compressed or uncompressed image data, such as

JPEG, PNG, RAW, or TIFF. Similarly, camera views can be stored in a suitable video

format containing compressed or uncompressed image data for a sequence of camera views,

for example, MPEG, AVI, or any other suitable format. In some embodiments, camera views

comprise raw data from a color filter array (for example a Bayer filter) of a camera of the

image capture system 105. Stored camera views can contain positional and pixel intensity

information for each pixel of the stored camera view. Pixel intensity information for a pixel

can contain brightness and color information controlling how that pixel is displayed, for

example, pixel intensity can be captured in greyscale brightness information or RGB channel

color information for a pixel. In some embodiments, camera views contained in the camera

view store 210 can be associated with additional information, such as a viewpoint from which

the camera view was captured from, such as the camera that captured the image and the

camera's location and orientation in the image capture system 105. Camera views stored

within the camera view store 210 can also be associated into groups, for example, a



sequential group of images captured from the same physical camera or a group of images

captured simultaneously from many cameras of the image capture system 105. Similarly,

camera views processed by the canvas generation system 110 can be stored in the camera

view store 210. For example, camera views can be processed from raw color filter array data

to raster RGB pixel-based images, corrected for vignetting, or processed to alter add or

remove sharpness/deconvolution, color balance or tone curve, brightness or gamma, pixel

mosaicing, and lens distortion effects. In some embodiments, camera views can be processed

by the canvas generation system 110 based on other camera views in a group, for example,

mutual color correction between camera views in a group. In some embodiments, camera

views can be converted raw Bayer filter data into RGB images image, and then processed

using mutual color correction, anti-vignetting, gamma, sharpening and demosaicing

techniques to generate a final corrected image.

[0058] The canvas view store 220, according to some embodiments, contains canvas

views generated by the canvas generation system 110 . Canvas views can be stored in any

suitable image or video format. In some embodiments, canvas views are associated or

grouped with other canvas views stored within the canvas view store 220, for example a left

eye and right eye canvas view of the same scene can be associated in the canvas view store

220. Similarly, a sequence of canvas views, for example generated from several video

camera views, can be grouped in the canvas view store 220.

[0059] The interface module 230 communicates with the image capture system 105 and

client VR device 115 . For example, the interface module 230 can receive original camera

views from the image capture system 105 and transmit generated canvas views to the client

VR device 115 . In some embodiments, the canvas generation system 110 can also receive

requests for specific canvas views from the client VR device 115 via the interface module

230.

[0060] The novel view generation module 240 generates a synthetic view based on

existing camera views, according to some embodiments. A synthetic view simulates a

camera view that would have been captured by a theoretical or hypothetical camera

(hereinafter, a synthetic camera) positioned at a specific location in the scene (hereinafter, the

synthetic camera location) would have captured. Synthetic views can be generated based on

the synthetic camera location and camera views from cameras near to the synthetic camera

location, and, in some implementations, can be stored in the camera view store 2 10 once

generated. In some configurations, the novel view generation module 240 generates synthetic

views based on an optical flow between camera views and the locations of the cameras



capturing the camera views. The novel view generation module 240 will be discussed in

greater detail below.

[0061] In some embodiments, the optical flow calculation module 250 detects

corresponding pixels in two or more camera views and generates an optical flow based on the

detected corresponding pixels. An optical flow can be a vector displacement field or other

dataset associating pixels in a first camera view with corresponding pixels in a second camera

view through a displacement vector for each pixel of the first camera view. According to

some embodiments, an optical flow is an equation relating pixels in one camera view with

pixels in a second camera view. In some implementations, optical flows can be calculated for

many groupings of camera views depending on the number and orientations of cameras in the

image capture system 105. For example, an optical flow can be calculated for each camera

view to its neighboring cameras in a ring of cameras. For each pair of cameras, an optical

flow may be calculated from the first camera to the second camera and from the second

camera to the first. In some embodiments, optical flows between three or more camera views

are needed, for example, in the case of an image capture system 105 configured to capture a

spherical panorama an optical flow may be needed between two cameras in a horizontal plane

and an elevated or upward facing top camera. The optical flow calculation module 250 will

be discussed in greater detail below.

[0062] In some embodiments, the light information approximation module 260 generates

canvas views by combining multiple camera views into a single image. For example, canvas

views can be generated based on camera views captured by the image capture system 105,

synthetic views generated by the novel view generation module 240, or any combination of

suitable camera views. Canvas views generated by the light information approximation

module 260 can be generated to be suitable for display on the client VR device 115, for

example by approximating light information for display to a user of the client VR device 115.

The light information approximation module 260 will be discussed in greater detail below.

[0063] FIG. 3 is a line diagram showing an example image capture system, according to

some embodiments. The image capture system 105 of FIG. 3 includes an origin point 305,

ring 303, and cameras 310-3 17 . In this configuration, the image capture system 105 is

centered on an origin point 305. The cameras 310-3 17 are positioned around a ring 303

centered on the origin point 305. In some embodiments, the cameras 310-3 17 are physically

supported by the ring 303 or another similar support structure and can be positioned at known

locations in a circle of a known diameter. Similarly, each camera 310-3 17 can have a known

position and orientation relative to origin point 305, according to the embodiment of FIG. 3 .



Each camera 310-3 17 can have a defined field of view, for example based on the lens

attached to the camera. In some embodiments, the centerline of each camera's field of view

is aligned with the origin point 305, meaning that each camera 310-3 17 is oriented directly

outwards from the ring 303. In other embodiments, cameras 310-3 17 can be oriented

differently. A specific orientation or angle around the ring 303 can be described based on an

angle Φ around the origin point 305. In this embodiment, camera 310 is positioned at Φ = 0,

and the remaining cameras 311-3 17 are positioned at regular intervals around the ring 303.

Synthetic View Generation

[0064] The generation of synthetic views, for example by the novel view generation

module 240, can be used in the generation of canvas views or for other situations in which a

camera view is needed that is not available from the image capture system 105 in a set of

original camera views. Synthetic views generated by the novel view generation module 240

can be generated based on a set of input camera views similar to the generated synthetic

view. For example, camera views captured from similar locations and orientations to a

desired synthetic camera location can be used to generate the synthetic view. In some

embodiments, synthetic views have a similar field of view to the camera views used to

generate the synthetic views. These synthetic views allow a view to be approximated as if

another camera positioned at the synthetic camera location captured the synthetic view. In

other embodiments, synthetic views are partial synthetic views representing smaller fields of

view than in the input camera views, for example, depicting only a region of the field of view

of a camera view. In other implementations, the synthetic view generation module 240

outputs a mapping associating pixels in input camera views with specific pixels in a partial or

full synthetic view. The generated mapping can capture the information of the synthetic view

without actually calculating the exact values of all the pixels in the synthetic view.

[0065] FIG. 4 is a line diagram illustrating the use of synthetic cameras in an example

canvas generation system, according to some embodiments. Diagram 400 includes a ring

303, an origin point 305, left and right viewpoints 402 and 404, an object 405, an

interpupillary distance 410, left and right cameras 4 15 and 420, synthetic cameras 425 and

430, and sightlines 440 and 445.

[0066] In some embodiments, for example when the canvas views will be used to display

stereoscopic 3D, the canvas generation system 110 generates canvas views based on specific

paired viewpoints within the scene. For example, to generate a pair of canvas views to create

a stereoscopic 3D effect, the canvas view generation system can generate left and right

canvas views from paired viewpoints separated by a distance similar to the distance between



the eyes of a user (an interpupillary distance). An interpupillary distance can be any distance

or displacement set by the canvas view generation system 110 between two viewpoints used

to generate a stereoscopic 3D effect. For example, the interpupillary distance 410 represents

an example distance between the left viewpoint 402 and the right viewpoint 404

approximating the distance between the eyes of a user of a client VR device 115. In some

embodiments, the left and right viewpoints 402 and 404 are centered on the origin point 305,

but the left and right viewpoints 402 and 404 can be located at any suitable location within

the scene. Similarly, the left and right viewpoints 402 and 404 can represent two static

viewpoints in some cases, but in other embodiments, the left and right viewpoints 402 and

404 can represent two viewpoints of a set of paired viewpoints, each separated by the

interpupillary distance 410. The specific position of the left and right viewpoints for portions

of a canvas view may be a function of the angle Φ around the origin point 305, to simulate

the change in viewpoints for each eye as a user's head might turn around the origin point.

Stated another way, the viewpoint for each eye may rotate about the origin point according to

the angle an angle Φ .

[0067] In FIG. 4, sightlines 440 and 445 represent the viewing angles of a hypothetical

user's left and right eyes separated by the interpupillary distance 4 10, as a user's eyes

(separated by the interpupillary distance 410) will verge or rotate to face the object 405 of

focus. Cameras positioned at the points sightlines 440 and 445 intersect the ring 303 could

approximate a user's view using a selected zero parallax distance, for example when the user

is looking at the object 405. In the configuration of FIG. 4, left camera 415 and right camera

420 are not located at these intersection points, so camera views captured by these cameras

cannot directly provide the needed information. However, views from synthetic cameras 425

and 430 positioned at the intersection points of sightlines 440 and 445 and the ring 303 can

be calculated by the canvas generation system 110 to capture the information about the object

405 as viewed from the left and right viewpoints 402 and 404. In some embodiments, the

zero parallax distance is determined on a per-object basis, for example depending on the

distance of an object. In other implementations, the zero parallax distance is fixed, for

example set at a constant distance or infinity. Views for each of the synthetic cameras 425

and 430 are each generated from the adjacent cameras, such as left camera 415 and right

camera 420.

[0068] FIG. 5a is a line diagram illustrating the generation of an example synthetic view

based on a left camera view and a right camera view, according to some embodiments.

Similarly, FIG. 5b is a line diagram illustrating example camera views and an example



synthetic view, according to some embodiments. Diagram 500 includes a left camera 505, a

right camera 510, a synthetic camera 515, optical flow shifts 520 and 525, left and right

camera views 530 and 535, and a synthetic view 540.

[0069] As mentioned previously, in some implementations of a canvas generation system

110 a synthetic view is calculated by the novel view generation module 240 using input

camera views captured from locations near to the synthetic camera location. For example, to

calculate the synthetic view 540 for the synthetic camera 515, camera views 530 and 535

from the left camera 505 and the right camera 510 can be combined. Generating a synthetic

view can be accomplished by shifting pixels from the left and right camera views 530 and

535 to appropriate positions in the synthetic view 540. For example, an amount to shift a

pixel can be determined using information from an optical flow associating pixels in the left

camera view 530 with pixels in the right camera view 535. In some implementations, the

optical flow is an array of displacement vectors, for example, the optical flow can contain one

vector for each pixel in the left camera view 530. In the embodiment of FIG. 5, the optical

flow shifts 520 and 525 show the shift from the left and right camera views 530 and 535 to

the synthetic view 540. The amount of the optical flow shifts 520 and 525 of each pixel of

the left and right camera views 530 and 535 can depend on the position of the synthetic

camera 515 relative to the left and right cameras 505 and 510.

[0070] Example left camera view 530 from left camera 505 shows a distant mountain and

a person on opposite sides of the camera view. In contrast, right camera view 535 from right

camera 510 shows the same elements of the person and the mountain in different positions in

the camera view. The discrepancy in the positions of the person and mountain between the

left and right camera views 530 and 535 is due to the perspective shift in camera views

captured from the differing positions of the left and right cameras 505 and 510 . While the

distant mountain has remained in relatively the same position between the left and right

camera views 530 and 535, the person has experienced a much greater positional shift

between the left and right camera views 530 and 535. As the synthetic camera 515 is

positioned in a similar orientation to and between the left and right camera 505 and 510,

objects in the synthetic view 540 should be in intermediate positions relative to the left and

right camera views 530 and 535. For example, in the synthetic view 540, the person has

moved an intermediate amount relative to both the left camera view 530 and the right camera

view 535.

[0071] FIG. 6 is a line diagram illustrating a detailed example of the generation of an

example synthetic view from example camera views, according to some embodiments.



Diagram 600 shows example camera views generated by the novel view generation module

240 at several stages of processing to generate a synthetic view 630 from a left camera view

6 10 and a right camera view 6 15 . Diagram 600 includes the left and right camera views 6 10

and 615 as well as shifted left and right camera views 630 and 625, and the synthetic view

630.

[0072] The scene captured by each camera view in FIG. 6 includes three main objects, a

mountain, a person, and a ball. In this embodiment, the mountain is considered a background

object in the scene and is distant from the locations of the cameras capturing the input camera

views, however, the person and ball are foreground objects and much closer to the cameras

capturing the left and right camera views 6 10 and 615. As a result, the foreground objects

have a larger displacement between the left camera view 6 10 and the right camera view 615

relative to the background object. The left camera view 610 and the right camera view 6 15

are input camera views that can be used to calculate the synthetic view 630. To generate the

synthetic view 630 in this embodiment, the left camera view 610 is first shifted to the

location of the desired synthetic view based on an optical flow. Each vector in the optical

flow can indicate a displacement between corresponding pixels in the left camera view 6 10

and the right camera view 615. In the optical flow shift, the pixels of the left camera view

6 10 are shifted based on the optical flow and proportional to the relative location of the

synthetic camera. Each pixel in the left camera view 610 can be shifted in a direction relative

to a proportion of the corresponding optical flow vector for the pixel to determine the

location of the pixel in the synthetic view. For example, if the synthetic camera is positioned

halfway between the left and right cameras, each pixel in the left camera view 610 can be

shifted by half the value of the vector corresponding to that pixel in the optical flow.

Similarly, if the synthetic camera is located 10% of the way from the left camera to the right

camera, each pixel in the left camera can be shifted 10% of the corresponding vector in the

optical flow. The same shifting process can be applied to the right camera view 6 15 to get

the shifted right camera view 625.

[0073] The shifted left and right camera views 620 and 625 each represent

approximations of the synthetic view 630 using position information from both left and right

camera views 6 10 and 6 15 when shifted using the optical flow. Because pixel intensity

information can be inconsistent between different camera views and cameras, even cameras

in the same configuration, the synthetic view 630 can be generated using pixel intensity

information from both the left and right camera view 6 10 and 6 15 . In some embodiments,

the shifted left and right camera views 620 and 625 contain pixel intensity information from



one of the original camera views. For example, the shifted left camera view 620 incorporates

position information (in the form of the shift based on the optical flow) from both the left

camera view 610 and the right camera view 615. However, the shifted left camera view 620

only incorporates pixel intensity information from the left camera view 610 as all pixel

intensity values in the shifted left camera view 620 are inherited from the corresponding

pixels in the left camera view 610, even if the position of the pixels has been shifted.

[0074] Differing pixel intensity information between corresponding points in two camera

views can be caused by, for example, differing exposure or other settings between the

cameras capturing the camera views. In the example of FIG. 6, the ball is a different shade in

the left camera view 610 than in the right camera view 615, and these differences remain in

the shifted left and right camera views 620 and 625. In the embodiment of FIG. 6, the shifted

left camera view 620 and the shifted right camera view 625 are blended to generate the

synthetic view 630. Blending camera views can comprise averaging or otherwise combining

corresponding pixels in the each shifted left and right camera view, for example by averaging

pixel intensity information across two corresponding pixels in each camera view. The shifted

left and right camera views 620 and 625 can be blended proportionally based on the position

of the synthetic camera to generate the synthetic view 630. In the example of FIG. 6, the ball

in the synthetic view 630 is of an intermediate shade as a result of each pixel of the ball being

proportionally blended from corresponding pixels of the shifted left camera view 620 and the

shifted right camera view 625.

[0075] In other embodiments, a synthetic view 630 can be generated based on pixel

intensity information from only one camera view, for example using only pixel intensity

information from the camera view captured nearest to the synthetic camera location to

generate the synthetic view. However, if only pixel intensity information from the nearest

camera is used an abrupt shift or difference in the look of the synthetic views closer to one

camera view when compared to the synthetic views closer to the other camera view.

[0076] In one example, a pixel value P is determined based on a proportional distance t of

the synthetic camera from the left to the right camera (where t=\ represents the position of

the left camera and t= represents the position of the right camera) using the shifted left

camera view pixel value L and the shifted right camera pixel value R , where each shifted

camera pixel value reflects the pixel value after a proportional optical flow using the

proportional distance t :

[0077] P = t x + ( 1 - t) R

[0078] Equation 1



[0079] In some cases, however, the shifted left camera view pixel values may differ by a

significant amount. To account for potential differences in pixel magnitude, an additional

term may be included to determine whether to favor the left or the right pixel color value.

The additional term may be a normalization function N with parameters N(a, b, x, y), where a

and b are pixel color values and x d y are normalization weights. In one example,

normalization function N weights the parameters as follows:

[0080] N = a - — + b

[0081] Equation 2

[0082] In one embodiment, the parameters for the normalization function N are:

• a = the pixel value of the shifted left camera L

• b = the pixel value of the shifted right camera R

• x = the proportional distance t + the magnitude of the optical flow of the left

camera, M i

• y = ( 1 - the proportional distance t) + the magnitude of the optical flow of the

right camera, M r

[0083] To determine the portion of weight for the normalization function N , the similarity

in pixel magnitude δ between left and right camera pixel values may be used to weigh the

application of Ν , where a pixel magnitude δ equal to 1 represents identical pixel values and a

pixel magnitude δ equal to 0 represents complete disparity in pixel values. Thus, in one

example the pixel value using the proportional distance t is:

[0084] P = (t x L + ( 1 - t x R ) + ( 1 - S N

[0085] Equation 3

[0086] When applying the parameters above the normalization function, the pixel values

may are given by equation 4 :

(t + ) (l - t + r

[0087] P = (t x L + ( 1 - ) x R + ( 1 - ) ( ( + )+ _ + + R + + ( _ + ))

[0088] Equation 4

[0089] By adjusting for the magnitude of the optical flow, this function to determine pixel

values favors combining the pixel values when the pixel values are similar, and weights the

distance to a camera view when the pixel values differ. When the pixel values differ, the

normalization term permits selection between the left and right pixels using the magnitude of

the optical flow for each shifted pixel in addition to proportional distance from the camera

view.



[0090] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a process for generating a synthetic view from

input camera views, according to an embodiment. The process 700 begins when left and

right camera views and a location of a synthetic camera are received, for example, at the

novel view generation module 240. Then, an optical flow between the received left and right

camera views is calculated 710, such as by the optical flow calculation module 230. Using

this optical flow, each received camera view can be shifted 715 based on the location of the

synthetic camera. Then, the shifted left and right camera views are blended 720 to merge

pixel intensity information and generate the final synthetic view based on the input camera

views. This blending may be performed, for example, by equations 1 or 4 indicated above to

blend the pixel intensity of each shifted camera.

Optical Flow Calculation

[0091] Optical flows, such as the optical flows used to generate synthetic views discussed

above, are generated by the optical flow calculation module 250 in some embodiments. As

mentioned previously, an optical flow associates corresponding points or pixels across

multiple camera views. An optical flow between two camera views can be a vector field

where each vector (hereinafter, optical flow vector) represents a displacement from one pixel

in a first camera view to a corresponding pixel in the other camera view or a projection of the

other camera view, such as a equirectangular or azimuthal projection. In other embodiments,

an optical flow is a function or other type of translation, and an optical flow vector associated

with a point represents the displacement between the point and its corresponding point when

the optical flow function or mapping is evaluated. Optical flows can be calculated between

any two camera views with corresponding pixels and, in some implementations, can be

calculated between any number of camera views. For example, an optical flow can be

calculated between two camera views in a horizontal plane and a third camera view, for

example a fisheye camera positioned facing upwards. An optical flow can relate pixels (x, y )

in a first image to pixels in a second image based on a function or mapping giving an offset

(u, v). The corresponding pixel in the second image can be determined based on the

functions or mappings u(x, y ) and v(x, y), for example representing an x or y axis

displacement from a given pixel in the first image to the corresponding pixel in the second

image. In some implementations, the pixel corresponding to a pixel (x, y ) in the first image

can be the pixel (x + u(x, y), y + v(x, y)) in the second image.

[0092] In some embodiments, an optical flow is directional, having a primary camera

view from which pixels are mapped to corresponding pixels in a secondary camera view. For



example, each pixel in the primary camera view can be assigned a displacement vector

storing the displacement between that pixel in the primary camera view and a corresponding

pixel in the secondary camera view. In other implementations, optical flows are symmetric,

assigning, for example, pixels in both camera views displacement vectors pointing to a

corresponding pixel in the other camera views. A symmetric optical flow can also be created

by combining two or more directional optical flows, for example calculating a directional

optical flow for each camera view of a group of camera views. In some cases, a point in a

one camera view will not have a corresponding point in one or more of the other camera

views. For example an object can be occluded by another object in one camera view but not

occluded and fully visible in another camera view of the same scene. In some embodiments,

optical flow vectors are also assigned to pixels without a corresponding pixel in other camera

views. For example, a pixel with no corresponding pixel in the other camera views can be

assigned an optical flow vector based on a neighboring pixel's assigned optical flow vector,

based on an average or median optical flow vector, or based on any other suitable method.

[0093] FIG. 8 is a line diagram illustrating optical flow vectors between example camera

views, according to some embodiments. Diagram 800 includes a left camera view 805 and a

right camera view 8 10, an optical flow 8 15, points 820-823 in the left camera view 805,

points 830-833 in the right camera view 810, a combined camera view 840, and an optical

flow vector 845.

[0094] In the embodiment of FIG. 8, the left camera view 805 and the right camera view

8 10 depict several shared objects, in this case a mountain and a person captured from two

different locations. Because the left camera view 805 and the right camera view 8 10 share

common objects, there are pixels representing the common objects in the left camera view

805 that correspond to pixels in the right camera view 8 10 also representing the common

obj ects. For example, each of the points 820-823 can be associated with a pixel in the left

camera view 805 corresponding with a pixel in the right camera view associated with the

corresponding points 830-833. For example, the point 822 in the left camera view 805 and

the corresponding point 832 in the right camera view 810 can represent corresponding pixels

in the left and right camera views 805 and 8 10 both depicting the top of the person's head. In

some embodiments, an optical flow such as optical flow 8 15 captures the correspondence

between the pixels associated with the points 822 and 832.

[0095] The combined camera view 840 displays the right camera view 810 overlaid onto

the left camera view 805 for example purposes. In the combined camera view 840 it is

apparent that the positional shift between the left and right camera views 805 and 8 10 is not



consistent for all objects common to both camera views. For example, the position

displacement of the mountain between the left and right camera views 805 and 810 has less

magnitude compared to the position displacement of the person between the same camera

views. Differences in shift amounts between objects can be caused by perspective effects, for

example due to differing distances to the camera between objects of the camera views. In the

example of FIG. 8, the mountain is much further from the left and right cameras than the

person, resulting in the positional displacement of the person being greater than the positional

displacement of the mountain between the left and right camera views 805 and 810. The

optical flow vector 845 is an example of a vector that can be included in the optical flow

between the left camera view 805 and the right camera view 810. The optical flow vector

845 illustrates the correspondence between the point 822 in the left camera view 805 and the

point 832 in the right camera view by showing the displacement between them.

[0096] Calculation of an optical flow can be accomplished by a variety of methods. For

example, calculation of an optical flow can begin by establishing a variational optimization

problem to determine the optical flow between the two images. The optimization problem

can include a variety of terms, such as a data term measuring the intensity of a pixel or the

intensity of the gradient of a pixel in comparison to the corresponding pixel or gradient in

another image, a regularization term measuring, for example, the smoothness of the optical

flow field, or any other suitable term. For example, a varational optimization equation

relating pixels (x, y) in a first image to pixels (x + u(x, y), y +v(x, y)) in a second image

can be presented as follows:

Equation 5

[0097] The example variational optimization equation (Equation 5) above includes a data

term y - V7 2 (x + u(x,y),y +

v x
>y)) l l measuring the absolute value of the difference in pixel intensity or color

between a pixel in the first image and its corresponding pixel in the second image. The data

term for this example variational optimization equation further includes a gradient

consistency y) —V7 2 (x = u x,y ,y +v(x, y))|| term measuring the difference in

the gradients of the two images. Finally, this equation includes a regularization

term R(u, v). Minimization of the variational optimization equation indicates that the optical

flow is optimized relative to the specific parameters of the variational optimization problem.



In other embodiments, the variational optimization problem can include additional terms, for

example as shown in Equation 6 below.

7 *

Equation 6

Where G and G are Gaussian kernels, a and are alpha channels, ε is error in pixel

intensity values between two corresponding points, and W is a sigmoid.

[0098] Equation 6 shows a second example of a variational optimization problem.

Equation 6 includes a data term G * V7 0 (x, y ) — G * VI < x , y > + f (x, y comparing

blurred versions (G*) of the gradients of pixels in the first image and pixels in the second

image, a temporal regularization term || (x, y) — f prev (x, y) | | comparing the current

optical flow to a previous optical flow, a lp smoothing

term , a median filtering term

) ( J ) l + fe y) taking the absolute value difference

of median pixel intensity values, and a weighted diffusion term

2
( 0 (x, y), (x, y), e(x, y)) || (x, y ) — G * (x, y) | | which measures the difference in

pixel intensity values blurred based on error in the pixel intensity values. The temporal

regularization, median filtering, and weighted diffusion terms will be discussed in greater

detail below.

[0099] This variational optimization problem can then be solved to determine the optical

flow. In some embodiments the variational optimization problem is approximated by

minimizing the optimization equation constructed using the data and regularization terms.

For example, the optimization equation can first be transformed into a non-linear system of

partial differential equations using the iterative Euler-Lagrange method. The non-linear



system can then be linearized and solved using other iterative methods. For example, the

Gauss Seidel, Jacobi, or successive over relaxation (SOR) methods can be employed to solve

the linearized system of equations approximating the variational optimization problem. In

some implementations, key points or pixels within the camera views can be separately

matched using a key point matching algorithm such as ORB, AKAZE, or BRISK to generate

accurate matches between pixels corresponding to the key points. The optical flow

calculation module 250 can use the calculated key point matches to influence the variational

optimization problem towards solutions including optical flow vectors for the key points

similar to the previously calculated key point matches. For example, between iterations of

solving the variational optimization problem the optical flow can be influenced toward the

key point matches, for example, by using splatting.

[00100] Alternatively, the variational optimization problem can be solved by using

iterative methods without transforming the optimization problem into a linearized system of

equations. To solve the variational optimization problem of generating an optical flow field,

iterative methods can be applied to an initialized vector field representing the optical flow for

each pixel of one or more camera views. The vector field can be initialized using a variety of

methods, for example each optical flow vector can be randomly initialized, the entire vector

field can be initialized to a uniform value, or any other suitable method can be used. In one

embodiment, the optical flow is iteratively performed on an image "pyramid" of lower to

higher resolution images. An optical flow is first calculated for low resolution downsampled

versions of the images. This resulting initial optical flow can then be scaled up, including

proportionally adjusting the magnitude of each optical flow vector, and used to initialize the

optical flow for higher resolution versions of the images. Each previous optical flow can be

used to initialize the optical flow for progressively higher resolution versions of the images,

until the full resolution optical flow is calculated. Conceptually, this is similar to calculating

the optical flow for progressively smaller regions of the images, as each pixel in a

downsampled version of an image can represent a region in the original image.

[00101] During the iterative process, the optical flow can be optimized on a per-pixel or

per-region basis. In one implementation of an iterative process to determine an optical flow,

the optical flow vector for each pixel or region in a camera view is individually analyzed to

iteratively determine a more optimal corresponding pixel in one or more other camera views.

However, in implementations individually analyzing a small region or individual pixel, image

quality variations such as noise, dust, or other imperfections in one or more of the camera

views can impede the ability of the iterative process to associate a pixel with its correct



corresponding pixel. For example, the most optimal corresponding pixel for a certain pixel

may be obscured by noise, leading to a less optimal corresponding pixel being selected. To

address this issue, in some embodiments median filtering, blurring, denoising, or other

suitable image processing techniques are applied to the input camera views prior to the

application of the iterative methods for calculation of the optical flow. After the iterative

process is completed, the resulting optimized optical flow can be used in the calculation of a

synthetic view or canvas view.

[00102] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for calculating an optical

flow between two camera views, according to some embodiments. The process 900 outlines

an example iterative method for generating an optical flow between a left camera view and a

right camera view. In other embodiments, similar techniques can be used to generate an

optical flow between more or different camera views, such as an optical flow between three

camera views or an optical flow between multiple camera views in any orientation, for

example a top camera view and a bottom camera view.

[00103] The process 900 begins when a set of camera views are received 905 at the optical

flow calculation module 250. For example, the optical flow calculation module 250 can

receive a primary camera view and a secondary camera view or a left and right camera view.

In some embodiments, the received camera views are processed, for example by denoising,

median filtering, or blurring, to mitigate potential image quality differences between

corresponding pixels between the camera views such as noise in one or more camera views.

The process 900 continues by initializing 915 the optical flow for the set of camera views.

For example, the optical flow can be initialized to a random optical flow, a zero magnitude

optical flow, or to any other suitable optical flow. For example, in implementations using a

pyramid type initialization, the optical flow can be initialized to a scaled up version of an

optical flow calculated using a lower resolution version of the camera views. In the process

900, the initialized optical flow can then be optimized using iterative methods.

[00104] To begin each iteration, a pixel is selected 920 out of a camera view, for example,

the top left pixel of the left camera view. In some implementations, pixels are selected in a

partem based on iteration and the optical flow vector corresponding to each pixel is updated

prior to moving on to the next pixel. For example, in the first iteration pixels can be selected

starting with the top left corner pixel and proceeding sequentially to the lower right comer

pixel. In some embodiments, subsequent iterations select pixels in a different order. For

example, the second iteration can start with the lower right corner pixel and proceed

sequentially to the top left corner pixel. According to other implementations, pixels can be



selected randomly, starting at a central pixel, or in any other suitable partem. Tables 1-3

below show several example patterns for selecting a sequence of pixels, which may traverse

the pixels in the image.

Table 1 Table 2 Table 3

[00105] Next, for the selected pixel one or more flow vector proposals are generated 925.

Flow vector proposals are alternate optical flow vectors associated with that pixel and can be

generated by any number of suitable techniques. For example, a flow vector proposal can be

generated randomly or based on a gradient descent calculated for a subset of the terms of the

variational optimization problem. Flow vector proposals can also be generated by random

perturbation of the current flow vector, or be copied from flow vectors corresponding to

adjacent or nearby pixels. In one embodiment, four flow vector proposals are generated for

the selected pixel; a random flow vector, a flow vector generated by gradient descent, a copy

of the flow vector assigned to the upper neighbor of the selected pixel, and a copy of the flow

vector assigned to the left neighbor of the selected pixel. Each flow vector proposal is then

analyzed 930 to determine if that vector proposal improves the optimization of the optical

flow when compared to the other proposals and the current optical flow vector. The

improvement can be determined by, for example, comparing the output of the variational

optimization problem, and determining if it has decreased therefore being brought closer to a

minimum. In some embodiments, the intensity gradient of each image can be blurred when

input into the variational optimization problem. Proposals that improve the optimization are

then accepted and become the new optical flow vector associated with the selected pixel. The

process 900 then proceeds to the next pixel in sequence and when all the flow vectors in the

optical flow have been updated 935, a median filter or diffusion filter, for example a

Gaussian blur filter, can be applied 937 to the updated optical flow to lessen the effects of

outliers in the optical flow field. Median filtering and diffusing filtering can improve the

consistency or smoothness of an optical flow field by removing outliers in the optical flow

field that do not align with the optical flow vectors of nearby pixels. In some

implementations, the diffusion filter can apply a weighted diffusion, such as a Gaussian blur

or other type of blur, to each optical flow vector for each pixel based on the error in the pixel



intensity values between that pixel and its corresponding pixel. For example, a fully blurred

optical flow can be blended with the pre-blur optical flow based on error in the pixel intensity

values. Optical flow vectors for pixels with more error in pixel intensity values can weigh

the blurred optical flow more heavily than pixels with less error in the pixel intensity values

for corresponding pixels. In some embodiments, for example an embodiment using the

variational optimization equation of Equation 6, median filtering and weighted diffusion can

be incorporated as terms in the variational optimization problem. Then, the process 900

moves on to the next full iteration of the iterative process. At this point, after all iterations

are complete 940 and if the optical flow is not a full resolution optical flow 942, for example

if pyramid type initialization of the optical flow is used, the process is returned to optical

flow initialization 9 15 to continue iteration based on higher resolution camera views with an

optical flow initialized using the current optical flow. Otherwise, after all iterations are

complete 940, the optimized optical flow is output 945.

[00106] In one variation of the optical flow calculations, the intensity values of pixels may

be blurred to soften hard edges between images. In addition, the image intensity gradients

themselves may also be blurred during iterations. By performing this blur, the optical flow

analysis may be more robust with respect to noise and sharp edges that may appear

differently across different images.

[00107] In another variation, the optical flow initially incorporates a previous frame's

optical flow for a camera to another camera. For example, in some cases the cameras may be

capturing video comprising a series of frames synchronized across cameras. The prior

frame's optical flow may be used in the optical flow for a current frame. The current frame

may use a previous frame's optical flow as an initial solution for a first iteration, or a solution

may be found for the current frame, and the solution for the current frame is combined with

the prior frame's optical flow to determine the current frame optical flow. This permits

temporal regularization of the optical flow across more than one image. In some

implementations a temporal regularization term can be included in the variational

optimization equation.

Canvas View Generation

[00108] According to some embodiments, the light information approximation module 260

generates canvas views based on the synthetic views generated by the novel view generation

module 240 and the optical flows generated by the optical flow calculation module 250. For

example, the light information approximation module 260 can assemble a canvas view out of

regions taken from specifically generated synthetic views. In some embodiments, the light



information approximation module 260 requests the synthetic views required for the

generation of the canvas view from the novel view generation module 240. Similarly, the

light information approximation module 260 can request any needed optical flows from the

optical flow calculation module 250. Alternatively, optical flows can be automatically

calculated or requested by the novel view generation module 240 during the generation of

synthetic views.

[00109] As mentioned previously, canvas views can be generated in order to approximate

light information at a certain viewpoint or set of viewpoints. Canvas view generation can

begin by segmenting the canvas view into a set of regions or pixels for which the canvas view

will be calculated. In some embodiments, light information approximation is performed on a

per-pixel basis where each pixel of a canvas view is associated with a light ray in the light

information approximation. Similarly, each region of the canvas view can be associated with

a viewpoint used, for example, to determine light information relevant to that region of the

canvas view. For example, each pixel can be calculated based on a synthetic view from a

synthetic camera location specific to that pixel. In other embodiments, calculation of a

canvas view approximating a light information at a viewpoint is based on regions of the

canvas view larger than a single pixel. For example, in configurations using a single plane of

cameras, such as in the case of a single ring of cameras oriented outwards, light information

approximation can be based on one pixel wide columns of pixels in the canvas view. A

synthetic view can be calculated for each of canvas view regions and the relevant light

information used to generate a canvas view. In some implementations, regions larger than a

single pixel or column of pixels are used to lessen computational load on the canvas view

generation system 110 . For example, using fewer regions can require fewer synthetic views

to be calculated, as each region can require the calculation of a synthetic view unique to that

region. For example, regions of a canvas view can be square regions, column regions wider

than 1 pixel, or any other suitable subset of pixels in a canvas view. Once all of the needed

synthetic views are calculated a specific region of each synthetic view can be extracted and

combined to form a canvas view approximating light information at a viewpoint.

[00110] FIG. 10 is a line diagram illustrating multiple objects and an example image

capture system, according to some embodiments. Diagram 1000 includes an origin point

305, left and right viewpoints 402 and 404, interpupillary distance 410, cameras 310-3 17,

synthetic cameras 425 and 430, sightlines 440 and 445, an obj ect 1005 associated with an

angle 1020, and another object 1010 associated with an angle 1025. In some embodiments,



objects 1005 and 1025 are physical objects located in the scene, but the objects 1005 and

1025 can also be at a zero parallax distance within the scene, or any other point in the scene.

[00111] Diagram 1000 represents an example scene in which an image capture system 105

captures a scene including multiple objects 1005 and 1025. To recreate this scene on a client

VR device 115, the canvas view generation system 110 can generate canvas views intended

for display to the left and right eyes of a user. Each canvas view can approximate the light

information at two sets of viewpoints corresponding to the left and right eyes of a user of the

client VR device 115. The left viewpoint 402 and the right viewpoint 404 can represent

example viewpoints of the left and right sets of viewpoints for which canvas views will be

calculated. In this embodiment, the left and right viewpoints 402 and 404 are separated by an

interpupillary distance 410. To approximate light information at a viewpoint, such as the left

viewpoint 402 or the right viewpoint 404, the light information approximation module 260

can assemble a canvas view out of specific regions in camera views and synthetic views

capturing the relevant light information at that viewpoint.

[00112] In the embodiment of FIG. 10, each camera 310-3 17 has a defined field of view

and none of the cameras are configured to fully capture all the light information of the scene,

for example no camera 310-3 17 can capture light information from both object 1005 and

object 1010. Synthetic views, such as the synthetic views from the synthetic cameras 425

and 430 can be generated to capture specific pieces of light information not directly captured

by the cameras 310-3 17 . However, an individual synthetic view generated for this purpose

does not capture all the light information needed to generate a canvas view approximating the

light information at a viewpoint.

[00113] In some embodiments, each camera 310-3 17 or synthetic camera 425 and 430 can

capture a subset of the light information needed to generate an appropriate canvas view. For

example, the object 1005 can be associated with a specific point of light information. In this

embodiment, the synthetic camera 425 generates a synthetic view containing light

information, for example information on the light ray travelling from the object 1005 to the

left viewpoint 402, as signified by the sightline 440 from object 1005 which intersects both

the synthetic camera 425 and the left viewpoint 402. Information about the light ray

travelling from object 1005 to the right viewpoint 404 can be similarly captured by the

synthetic camera 430, as it intersects with the sightline 445. The location of the exact pixels

or regions within the synthetic views containing light information about relevant light rays

can be calculated, for example using trigonometric methods. In some embodiments, the

pixels in the synthetic view of the synthetic camera 425 capturing information about the light



ray between the object 1005 and the left viewpoint 402 are calculated based on the field of

view and resolution of the synthetic view, the angle of the sightline 440 relative to the

synthetic camera 425 and the left viewpoint 402, and the relative positions of the synthetic

camera 425 and the left viewpoint 402.

[00114] FIG. 11 is a line diagram illustrating an example canvas view, according to some

embodiments. For example, the canvas view 1100 of FIG. 1 1 can represent an example

canvas view generated based on a set of original camera views captured by the cameras 310-

317 shown in FIG. 10. The canvas view 1100 is an example canvas view approximating light

information at a viewpoint, specifically, the canvas view 1100 includes two objects 1005 and

1010 each associated with an angle 1020 and 1025.

[00115] For example, the regions associated with Φ 1020 and Φ 1025 in the canvas view

1100 can approximate light information about the objects 1005 and 1010 in the scene of FIG.

10. Each of the associated regions of the canvas view 1100 can be generated based on light

information from the synthetic view of an appropriate synthetic camera. For example, the

region associated with Φ 1020 can be generated from a specific region of the synthetic

camera 425.

[00116] FIG. 12 is a line diagram illustrating the effect of changing interpupillary distance

on views of an object, according to an embodiment. Diagram 1200 includes an origin point

305, a first viewpoint 1202, a second viewpoint 1204, first and second interpupillary

distances 1205 and 1210, an object 1215, first and second synthetic cameras 1220 and 1225,

first and second synthetic views 1230 and 1235, and first and second selected regions 1240

and 1245 within the synthetic views.

[00117] In some embodiments, an interpupillary distance determines the location of

viewpoints from which canvas views are generated. For example, the first interpupillary

distance 1205 and the second interpupillary distance 1210 can be two interpupillary distances

used to inform the location of viewpoints for canvas view generation. The first viewpoint

1202 can be associated with the first interpupillary distance 1205 and similarly the second

viewpoint 1204 can be associated with the second interpupillary distance 1210. Similarly,

differing viewpoints can require different light information to approximate the light

information at the viewpoint, and can consequently require different synthetic views to be

calculated.

[00118] Synthetic camera locations such as the locations of the first synthetic camera 1220

and the second synthetic camera 1225 can be calculated based on several factors. For

example, the first synthetic camera 1220 can capture light information about the object 1215



as viewed from the first viewpoint 1202 as the first synthetic camera is positioned to intercept

the light ray travelling from the object 121 5 to the first viewpoint 1202 and is oriented to

capture the relevant light information. Similarly, the second synthetic camera 1225 is

positioned to capture light information about the object 1215 as from the second view point

1204. Due to the differing locations of the first and second viewpoints 1202 and 1204, for

example based on the selection of a different interpupillary distance, the first and second

synthetic cameras 1220 and 1225 both capture light information for the object 1215 but from

different locations depending on the viewpoint location.

[00119] Additionally, there are many possible synthetic camera locations and orientations

capturing the relevant light information for a specific viewpoint of a canvas view, for

example, each synthetic camera location along the light ray or rays to be captured. The

location and orientation of the first synthetic camera 1220 can be chosen based additionally

on factors such as an ease of calculation of the synthetic view, consistency with other

synthetic camera locations or camera locations of an image capture system 105, or based on

any other suitable reason. For example, each synthetic camera can have a location chosen on

a ring 303 oriented directly outward to maintain consistency with actual cameras mounted on

an image capture system 105. Similarly, synthetic camera location can be chosen based on

ease of calculation, for example, choosing a synthetic camera location closest to nearby

existing camera views.

[00120] Once a synthetic camera location is determined, calculation of which pixels or

regions within a synthetic view contain relevant light information can be based on a variety

of factors. The angle of the desired light information relative to the synthetic view, the field

of view and lens distortion of the camera view, and the position of the camera capturing the

camera view can all effect which regions within a synthetic view contain relevant light

information for the current viewpoint. For example, the locations of the object 121 5, the first

viewpoint 1202, and the orientation of the first synthetic camera 1220 can result in the first

selected region 1240 of the first synthetic camera view 1230 containing the desired light

information. In this example, the position of the first synthetic region 1240 is close to the

right edge of the first synthetic camera view 1230 as the angle of the desired light information

is close to the right edge of the field of view of the first synthetic camera view 1220.

Similarly, the locations of the object 1215 relative to the second viewpoint 1204 and the

orientation of the second synthetic camera 1225 also determine which region of the second

synthetic camera view 1235 contains the desired light information. I the example of diagram



1200, the second selected region 1245 within the second synthetic camera view 1235 contains

the desired light information.

[00121] In some embodiments, trigonometric calculations are applied to determine the

location of a specific region within a synthetic view.

[00122] FIG. 13 is a line diagram illustrating an example process for calculating a canvas

view based on camera views, according to one embodiment. Diagram 1300 includes original

camera views 1305, a synthetic view 1310, a canvas view 13 15, a region of the canvas view

1316, a synthetic view mapping 1320, and a canvas view calculation 1325.

[00123] In the embodiment of FIG. 13, the original camera views 1305 can be a set of

camera views captured by the image capture system 105 that canvas view generation system

110 uses to calculate a canvas view. For example, the original camera views 1305 can

include camera views with overlapping fields of view, allowing the set of original camera

views 1305 to be blended into a canvas view. To calculate the region of the canvas view

1316, the corresponding synthetic view 13 10 capturing the light information for the region of

the canvas view 1316 can be calculated from the original camera views 1305 using a

synthetic view calculation 1320. In some embodiments, the synthetic view calculation 13 10

is performed by the novel view generation module 240 based on the original camera views

1305 and an optical flow. Once the synthetic view 13 10 is calculated for the needed

synthetic camera, the region of the canvas view 1316 can be calculated using the canvas view

calculation 1325. As described above, the location of the region within the synthetic view

1310 containing light information for the region of the canvas view 13 16 can be calculated

based on the relative positions of the synthetic camera and the associated viewpoint of the

canvas view 13 15 by trigonometric methods.

[00124] In some embodiments, the process of FIG. 13 is repeated sequentially for each

region of the canvas view 13 15 until all regions are calculated. However, in other

implementations, other calculation processes can be used to generate the canvas view, for

example, a fixed set of synthetic views can be calculated or the needed synthetic views are

determined and calculated at once before the canvas view 1315 is assembled. Effectively, the

process of FIG. 13 involves two steps or mappings altering the pixel intensity information of

the original camera views 1405, first, mapping pixels from the original views 1305 into a set

of synthetic views 1310 and then mapping the pixels from the set of synthetic views 1310

into the canvas view 13 15. A mapping can be a pixel-level operation generating pixels in one

view based on specific pixels in another view. The process of FIG. 13 is effective, but can

result the calculation of many extraneous regions of the synthetic view 1310 not used in the



canvas view 13 15, for example, calculating pixels in a synthetic view that will not be

incorporated into the final canvas view. As the complete synthetic view 13 10 is generated

prior to the calculation of which region within the synthetic view is contains the relevant light

information this method can introduce additional processing overhead into the calculation of

a canvas view 1315 .

[00125] FIG. 14 is a line diagram illustrating a second example process for calculating a

canvas view based on camera views, according to one embodiment. Diagram 1400 includes

original camera views 1405, selected pixels 1406, a synthetic view 141 0, a canvas view 141 5,

a region of the synthetic view 141 1, a region of the canvas view 141 6, a synthetic view

mapping 1425, a canvas view mapping 1430, a remapping process, 1435, and a combined

mapping 1440. The process of FIG. 14 can reduce the processing power required to calculate

a canvas view 141 0 compared to the process of FIG. 13 by both reducing the number of

calculation steps performed on pixels in camera view, and by reducing the calculation of

unnecessary pixels that will not eventually be incorporated into the canvas view 1410.

[00126] In the implementation of FIG. 14, to calculate a region of the canvas view 141 5 a

combined mapping 1440 is applied to the original camera views 1405, directly generating the

region of the canvas view 13 15 from relevant pixels of the original camera views 1405. In

some embodiments, the combined mapping 1440 is a vector field that maps each pixel or

region in the canvas view 141 5 to one or more pixels or regions in the original camera views

1405, for example represented by the selected pixels 1406. In some implementations,

multiple pixels in the original camera views 1405 can be mapped to a single pixel in the

canvas view, for example, a pixel in the canvas view 1415 can be associated with a blend of

75% of a pixel in a first camera view of the original camera views 1405 and 25% of another

pixel in a second camera view of the original camera views. The combined mapping 1440

can allow the pixel intensity values of the canvas view 141 5 to be calculated from pixel

intensity values of the selected pixels 1406 within the original camera views 1405 in a single

mapping operation.

[00127] In some implementations, the combined mapping 1440 is generated based on a

canvas view mapping 1430 and a synthetic view mapping 1425. The canvas view mapping

1430 can be a mapping associating the region of the canvas view 141 6 with a corresponding

region of the synthetic view 141 1 and the synthetic view mapping 1425 can be a mapping

associating pixels in the original camera views 1405 with the region of the synthetic view

141 1. The synthetic view mapping 1425 and the canvas view mapping 1430 can be

generated by techniques similar to the synthetic view calculation 1320 and the canvas view



calculation 1325 of FIG. 12. In some embodiments, the region of the synthetic view is a

vertical column of pixels, but the region of the synthetic view can also be a function of the

height of a pixel, creating a shifted column of pixels.

[00128] As described earlier, a synthetic view 1410 can be calculated based on original

camera views 1405 and an optical flow calculated between the original camera views.

Similar techniques can be used generate the synthetic view mapping 1425. As described

above, a synthetic view mapping 1425 for a synthetic view 1410 or a region of a synthetic

view 141 1 can be generated by the novel view generation module 240. In some

implementations, the synthetic view mapping 1425 occurs without the calculations of any

pixel intensity values for the synthetic view 141 0 . Similarly, the canvas view mapping 1430

can be generated using the position of the synthetic view and trigonometric methods to

determine the correct region of the synthetic view 141 1 associated with the region of the

canvas view.

[00129] After the calculation of the canvas view mapping 1430 and the synthetic view

mapping 1425 for the region of the canvas view 1416, the combined mapping 1440 for the

region of the canvas view 1416 can be generated using a remapping process 1430. The

remapping process 1435 can then be repeated for each other region in the canvas view 1415

to generate a combined mapping 1440 containing mapping information for each region of the

canvas view 1415. In some embodiments, the synthetic view mapping 1425 and the canvas

view mapping 1430 does not involve calculating any pixel intensity values for the canvas

view 1415 or the synthetic view 1410, as each mapping is a vector field associating pixel

locations but not transferring or calculating pixel intensity values for those locations.

[00130] After the remapping process, the combined mapping 1440 can then be applied to

the original camera views 1405 to generate pixel intensity information for the canvas view

1415 based on the selected pixels 1406 in the original camera views 1405. In some

embodiments, pixel intensity values of the canvas view 1415 are directly calculated from the

pixel intensity values of selected pixels 1406 in the original camera views 1405 without an

intermediate calculation of pixel intensity values of the synthetic view 141 0 .

[00131] FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating a process for calculating a canvas view based on

camera views, according to one embodiment. Process 1500 begins when the light

information approximation system 260 receives 1505 camera images from which to generate

a canvas view. The optical flow calculation module 250 can then calculate 15 15 the optical

flow between adjacent camera views in the set of received camera views. For example, the

optical flow calculation module 250 can calculate the optical flow based on an iterative



process such as the process 900 described in relation to FIG. 9 . Then, the light information

approximation module 260 can determine 1515 which synthetic views are needed to generate

the canvas view, and then further calculate 1520 which specific pixels or regions within the

needed synthetic views capture the relevant light information. The mapping between the

needed pixels and the received camera views can then be calculated 1525, for example by the

novel view generation module 260. Based on the previously calculated mappings, the light

information approximation module 260 can then generate 1530 a combined mapping between

the received camera views and the canvas view. Finally, the canvas view 1535 can be

generated by the light information approximation module 260.

Conclusion

[00132] The foregoing description of the embodiments of the invention has been presented

for the purpose of illustration; it is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to

the precise forms disclosed. Persons skilled in the relevant art can appreciate that many

modifications and variations are possible in light of the above disclosure.

[00133] Some portions of this description describe the embodiments of the invention in

terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on information. These

algorithmic descriptions and representations are commonly used by those skilled in the data

processing arts to convey the substance of their work effectively to others skilled in the art.

These operations, while described functionally, computationally, or logically, are understood

to be implemented by computer programs or equivalent electrical circuits, microcode, or the

like. Furthermore, it has also proven convenient at times, to refer to these arrangements of

operations as modules, without loss of generality. The described operations and their

associated modules may be embodied in software, firmware, hardware, or any combinations

thereof.

[00134] Any of the steps, operations, or processes described herein may be performed or

implemented with one or more hardware or software modules, alone or in combination with

other devices. In one embodiment, a software module is implemented with a computer

program product comprising a computer-readable medium containing computer program

code, which can be executed by a computer processor for performing any or all of the steps,

operations, or processes described.

[00135] Embodiments of the invention may also relate to an apparatus for performing the

operations herein. This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purposes,

and/or it may comprise a general-purpose computing device selectively activated or

reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. Such a computer program may



be stored in a non-transitory, tangible computer readable storage medium, or any type of

media suitable for storing electronic instructions, which may be coupled to a computer

system bus. Furthermore, any computing systems referred to in the specification may include

a single processor or may be architectures employing multiple processor designs for

increased computing capability.

[00136] Embodiments of the invention may also relate to a product that is produced by a

computing process described herein. Such a product may comprise information resulting

from a computing process, where the information is stored on a non-transitory, tangible

computer readable storage medium and may include any embodiment of a computer program

product or other data combination described herein.

[00137] Finally, the language used in the specification has been principally selected for

readability and instructional purposes, and it may not have been selected to delineate or

circumscribe the inventive subject matter. It is therefore intended that the scope of the

invention be limited not by this detailed description, but rather by any claims that issue on an

application based hereon. Accordingly, the disclosure of the embodiments of the invention is

intended to be illustrative, but not limiting, of the scope of the invention, which is set forth in

the following claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

receiving, at a canvas view generation system, a set of camera views depicting a

scene captured by a plurality of cameras associated with a camera view

location from which the camera view was captured;

identifying a set of canvas view regions for a canvas view of the scene depicting a

range of angles of the scene, each region in the set of regions associated

with an angle in a range of angles;

for each canvas view region in the set of regions:

determining a synthetic view location for the region based on the

angle;

generating a first mapping associating the canvas view region with a

synthetic view region of a synthetic view associated with the

synthetic view location;

generating a second mapping associating regions of a plurality of

camera views of the set of camera views with the synthetic

view region;

combining the first mapping and the set of second mappings to

generate a combined mapping associating the canvas view

region of the canvas view with regions of one or more camera

views of the set of camera views; and

applying the combined mapping to generate the canvas view for the

canvas view region.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the second mapping is generated based on an

optical flow vector field associating points in the set of camera views.

3 . The method of claim 2, further comprising calculating a set of optical flow

vector fields based on the synthetic view locations and the set of camera views.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the canvas view is a 360 degree panoramic or

spherical panoramic image of the scene.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the canvas view is output in cubemap,

equirectangular, or cylindrical format.

6 . The method of claim 1, further comprising determining a canvas viewpoint for

each canvas view region in the set of regions and wherein the synthetic view location for a

region is based on the canvas viewpoint for the region.



7 . The method of claim 6, wherein determining the synthetic view location for a

region is based on a line of sight from the canvas viewpoint of the region to a zero parallax

distance in the scene.

8 . The method of claim 6, wherein each canvas view region approximates the

light information at the canvas viewpoint of the canvas view region.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein each camera view of the set camera views

overlaps with at least one other camera view of the set of camera views.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising sending the canvas view to a client

virtual reality device for display.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein each canvas view region is a vertical column

of pixels.

12. A system comprising:

an input module configured to receive a set of camera views depicting a scene

captured by a plurality of cameras associated with a camera view location

from which the camera view was captured;

a light information approximation module configured to:

identify a set of canvas view regions for a canvas view of the scene

depicting a range of angles of the scene, each region in the set of

regions associated with an angle in a range of angles; and

for each canvas view region in the set of regions:

determine a synthetic view location for the region based on the

angle;

generate a first mapping associating the canvas view region with a

synthetic view region of a synthetic view associated with

the synthetic view location;

generate a second mapping associating regions of a plurality of

camera views of the set of camera views with the synthetic

view region;

combine the first mapping and the set of second mappings to

generate a combined mapping associating the canvas view

region of the canvas view with regions of one or more

camera views of the set of camera views; and

apply the combined mapping to generate the canvas view for the

canvas view region.



13. The system of claim 12, wherein the second mapping is generated based on an

optical flow vector field associating points in the set of camera views.

14. The system of claim 12, further comprising calculating a set of optical flow

vector fields based on the synthetic view locations and the set of camera views.

15. The system of claim 12, wherein the canvas view is a 360 degree panoramic or

spherical panoramic image of the scene.

16. The system of claim 12, wherein the light information approximation module

is further configured to determine a canvas viewpoint for each canvas view region in the set

of regions and wherein the synthetic view location for a region is based on the canvas

viewpoint for the region.

17. The system of claim 16, wherein determining the synthetic view location for a

region is based on a line of sight from the canvas viewpoint of the region to a zero parallax

distance in the scene.

18. The system of claim 16, wherein each canvas view region approximates the

light information at the canvas viewpoint of the canvas view region.

19. The system of claim 12, wherein each camera view of the set camera views

overlaps with at least one other camera view of the set of camera views.

20. The system of claim 12, further comprising sending the canvas view to a client

virtual reality device for display.

2 1. A method comprising:

receiving, at a canvas view generation system, a set of camera views depicting a

scene captured by a plurality of cameras associated with a camera view

location from which the camera view was captured;

identifying a set of canvas view regions for a canvas view of the scene depicting a

range of angles of the scene, each region in the set of regions associated

with an angle in a range of angles;

for each canvas view region in the set of regions:

determining a synthetic view location for the region based on the

angle;

generating a first mapping associating the canvas view region with a

synthetic view region of a synthetic view associated with the

synthetic view location;



generating a second mapping associating regions of a plurality of

camera views of the set of camera views with the synthetic

view region;

combining the first mapping and the set of second mappings to

generate a combined mapping associating the canvas view

region of the canvas view with regions of one or more camera

views of the set of camera views; and

applying the combined mapping to generate the canvas view for the

canvas view region.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the second mapping is generated based on an

optical flow vector field associating points in the set of camera views;

optionally further comprising calculating a set of optical flow vector fields based on

the synthetic view locations and the set of camera views.

23. The method of claim 2 1 or 22, wherein the canvas view is a 360 degree

panoramic or spherical panoramic image of the scene.

24. The method of any of claims 2 1 to 23, wherein the canvas view is output in

cubemap, equirectangular, or cylindrical format.

25. The method of any of claims 2 1 to 24, further comprising determining a

canvas viewpoint for each canvas view region in the set of regions and wherein the synthetic

view location for a region is based on the canvas viewpoint for the region;

optionally wherein determining the synthetic view location for a region is based on a

line of sight from the canvas viewpoint of the region to a zero parallax distance in the scene;

and/or

optionally wherein each canvas view region approximates the light information at the

canvas viewpoint of the canvas view region.

26. The method of any of claims 2 1 to 25, wherein each camera view of the set

camera views overlaps with at least one other camera view of the set of camera views.

27. The method of any of claims 2 1 to 26, further comprising sending the canvas

view to a client virtual reality device for display.

28. The method of any of claims 2 1 to 27, wherein each canvas view region is a

vertical column of pixels.

29. A system comprising:



an input module configured to receive a set of camera views depicting a scene

captured by a plurality of cameras associated with a camera view location

from which the camera view was captured;

a light information approximation module configured to:

identify a set of canvas view regions for a canvas view of the scene

depicting a range of angles of the scene, each region in the set of

regions associated with an angle in a range of angles; and

for each canvas view region in the set of regions:

determine a synthetic view location for the region based on the

angle;

generate a first mapping associating the canvas view region with a

synthetic view region of a synthetic view associated with

the synthetic view location;

generate a second mapping associating regions of a plurality of

camera views of the set of camera views with the synthetic

view region;

combine the first mapping and the set of second mappings to

generate a combined mapping associating the canvas view

region of the canvas view with regions of one or more

camera views of the set of camera views; and

apply the combined mapping to generate the canvas view for the

canvas view region.

30. The system of claim 29, wherein the second mapping is generated based on an

optical flow vector field associating points in the set of camera views.

31. The system of claim 29 or 30, further comprising calculating a set of optical

flow vector fields based on the synthetic view locations and the set of camera views.

32. The system of any of claims 29 to 31, wherein the canvas view is a 360 degree

panoramic or spherical panoramic image of the scene.

33. The system of any of claims 29 to 32, wherein the light information

approximation module is further configured to determine a canvas viewpoint for each canvas

view region in the set of regions and wherein the synthetic view location for a region is based

on the canvas viewpoint for the region;



optionally wherein determining the synthetic view location for a region is based on a

line of sight from the canvas viewpoint of the region to a zero parallax distance in the scene;

and/or

optionally wherein each canvas view region approximates the light information at the

canvas viewpoint of the canvas view region.

34. The system of any of claims 29 to 33, wherein each camera view of the set

camera views overlaps with at least one other camera view of the set of camera views.

35. The system of any of claims 29 to 34, further comprising sending the canvas

view to a client virtual reality device for display.
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